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SUMMARY

- **Actionable classification** of malicious activities based on CPU hardware performance counters (HPC)
- Evaluation with simulated tasks and attacks on real hardware
- **Interpretable** rules allow manual inspection of misclassifications

PROBLEM INTRODUCTION

- Connected, embedded or IoT devices are a desirable target for cyber attacks (see e.g., Mirai botnet [1])
- Detecting such attacks early allows to stop propagation and limit their impact, especially in large deployments
- Choosing a suitable mitigation strategy requires timely identification and **classification of ongoing attacks**

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT

- We detect and classify attacks using HPCs by the CPU
- We create a **labelled dataset** of more than 2.5 million traces, with and without attacks
- Data was collected on MCIMX8M-EVK development boards
- Tasks simulate background activity on the device:
  1. \texttt{ghostscript-ppm} as defined in MiBench [2]
  2. \texttt{e-book} is a combination of MiBench [2] algorithms typical for the functionalities of an e-book reader
  3. **Driver Monitoring System (DMS)** for cars, implemented using OpenCV image recognition [3]
- We implemented four different attacks:
  1. **Ransomware**: encrypting files on the target device
  2. **Page Cache** Attack: a timing side-channel attack
  3. **Cache Attack**: side-channel attack targeting CPU caches
  4. **DDoS**: the device becomes part of a DDoS botnet
- We use a **supervised machine learning**, a tree learning classifier in our case, to extract simple profiles for each type of attack

HPC-BASED ATTACK CLASSIFICATION

- Small Trusted Computing Base (TCB)
- **Hard to circumvent**, e.g., cache attacks must always interact with the CPU cache and the event counter always picks this up [4]
- HPCs are low cost, low effort, and out of the box available on many modern CPUs (e.g., x86/AMD64, Arm, RISC-V)
- Works best on simple, well-defined use cases

RESULTS

- Using HPC it is possible to detect and classify attacks
- Different attack types have different characteristics, see Figure 1
- Detailed results are depicted in Table 1 (right side)

IMPACT

- Very efficient with minimal computational overhead in software or hardware, even on low-end systems
- Timely attack classification allows **better counteractions** against ongoing attacks

FUTURE WORK

- Parameter optimization to maximize accuracy, e.g., choice of micro-architectural events and sampling periods
- Add **context awareness** to reduce false classifications e.g., by evaluating multiple consecutive values together in a window
- More types of attacks and additional use cases
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